
Lyn�'� Caf� Qualit� Caterin� Men�
800 Broadway Ave, 15136, McKees Rocks, US, United States

+14127716360 - http://www.lynnscafeandqualitycatering.com/

Here you can find the menu of Lynn's Cafe Quality Catering in McKees Rocks. At the moment, there are 17
menus and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about

Lynn's Cafe Quality Catering:
Joe the owner treats us like family. Eat is great! we really love the breakfast, but everything is good. we even pick

up courts to add our holiday dinner. large square read more. What User doesn't like about Lynn's Cafe Quality
Catering:

I decided to try something else today. this inside is very cozy, carpet, clean etc.) coffee was good. I ordered the
cooktop of the pfeffer wobble mushrooms to house pommes and eggs and cheese covered with sausage gravy.
it was very good tasting, although the tweepers and paprika were huge pieces and the home little cubes kicked.

the prices were moderate, not what I call for a smaller local diner. note they accept cre... read more. For
breakfast, a opulent brunch is offered at Lynn's Cafe Quality Catering in McKees Rocks that you can sample as

much as you like, A catering service offered by the restaurant allows you to enjoy the dishes on-site or at the
function. In this locale there is also an extensive diversity of coffee and tea specialties not to forget, There are

also delicious South American dishes in the menu.
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Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Burger�
B.L.T.

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
BLT

Sandwiche�
B.L.T

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Breade� Specia� Roll�
APPLES

Sauce�, Chutney� & �tra�
GRAVY

Vega� Brunc�
SAUSAGE PATTIES

Coffe�
COFFEE

Et�.
HOME FRIES

Ingredient� Use�
BACON

PAPRIKA

ONIONS

MUSHROOMS

SAUSAGE

EGGS

CHEESE
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